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It can be difficult to know where to begin with the new version 
of the Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner tool. There are so 
many enhancements to existing tools and features, as well as the 
addition of a few new ones, it may be easy to feel overwhelmed. 
These new features and enhancements to existing tools are a 
major benefit for organizations concerned about network security, 
as long as you know what they are and how to use them. 

Acunetix Login Sequence Recorder
One of the newest features is the Acunetix Login Sequence 

Recorder. This feature is useful in automatically testing 
password protected areas of a website. It’s also easy 

to use, requiring as few as three steps to utilize it’s 
key functions. Once you turn the Login Sequence 

Recorder on it will begin recording all of your actions. 
The scanner can replay any actions you take 

while it is recording, and once the login actions 
are complete you only need to click ‘Next’. 

Step two involves defining specific 
restrictions, preventing the scanner from 

performing certain actions you don’t 
want it to take. This includes ‘Logout’, 

‘Delete User’, ‘Send Email’, and other 
options you don’t want to interact 

with. Finally, use the ‘Session Pattern’ 
to let the scanner know when it is 
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logged in and out. Once these three steps are complete, 
save the Login Sequence file and it’s ready to go. 

Automatic Detection of Malware 
and Phishing Attacks
The Acunetix Vulnerability Scanner includes a malware 
detection service that is able to detect URLs linking to 
shady or otherwise questionable websites. Detected sites 
may have a reputation for hosting malware or be used 
for phishing attacks. If the scanner picks up on these 
websites it will alert users to the dangers of visiting it. 

Get the Most Out of Acunetix With 
Network Security Specialists
Working with a trusted network security specialist like Alliance 
Technology Partners can only enhance your experience using 
the latest version of Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner. With 
so many new tools and features, it makes sense to lean on the 
expertise of network security experts who are trained and 
certified with Acunetix. Alliance can help your organization 
truly maximize the benefits of the Acunetix Web Vulnerability 
Scanner and keep networks protected to the max. 
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